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PART 1

Aims and Objectives

AUTHORS: MARTHA IOANNIDOU, SOULA MITAKIDOU
Part 1 shortly presents the aims and objectives of the CARE teacher projects,
implemented in several schools of the partner countries, the protocol and
methodology tools adopted and offers a brief review of the general results.

1.1 Summary
The core purpose of the IO4 deliverable1 was to develop and deliver teacher 1Organizer responsible for the
training programmes that would empower schoolteachers in Visual Arts
IO3 and IO4 deliverables is the
teaching within the framework of Education for Sustainable Development and School of Primary Education at
thus strengthen their teaching profile.
the Faculty of Education, Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki, Greece.
Despite the adverse conditions due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many of
the teacher participants in project CARE managed to develop, deliver, and
assess learning units in their schools between April and July by employing
the competencies, knowledge, and skills they acquired in the local Teacher
Training Programmes thus successfully bridging the gap between theory and
practice.
To be more specific, by the beginning of October 2021, 73 teachers and 1260
students in more than 30 school units in the partner countries got involved
in the programme. Implementation continues following a more open basis,
and the numbers recorded by each partner’s reports will grow, as will the
collected data. After all, sustainability and connectivity remain the dynamic
goals of both project CARE and our newly formed broad professional
community, between partners, teachers, students, and local communities.
Partners monitored the implementation and collected all data from
children’s achievements, recorded, and analysed them in separate national
reports. The developed and agreed protocol for the IO4 included interviewfeedback questions from the teachers and a proposed students’ evaluation
questionnaire. The protocol was adapted to the specificities of each partner’s
national school system.
By reviewing all four national reports on the IO4, common issues have
emerged that demonstrate the overall impact of the implementation, both
as a procedure to enhance visual arts units in schools and an opportunity to
open the distinct and vital issue of delivering ESD in schools through VAE to
bridge the theory and practice gap.
Implementation of the learning units in schools helped children develop
various skills (aesthetic, emotional, monitor, language, social), decisionmaking, and inventiveness. Teaching SD values and goals visually and
presenting new and complex concepts through the arts, made it easier for
young children to understand them. Furthermore, integrating visual arts
with ESD reached students who might have not otherwise been engaged in
classwork and this new discipline. Visual arts experiences boosted critical
thinking, teaching students to take the time to be more careful and thorough
in how they observe the world and its sustainable development. Additionally,
VAE facilitated students’ connectivity with their own culture as well as with
the broader world.
The interviewed teachers stated that their students were excited about the
projects and showed enthusiasm and interest in bridging the new knowledge
with visual arts practices. This way of learning allowed them to express their
thoughts and emotions in a unique way other than the standard procedures
of reading and writing. To sum up, in all reports, it became apparent that
the implemented scenarios through visual arts had a notable impact on the
school and the local community. Additionally, teachers had the opportunity
to implement and test what the course offered them, following reflective
processes and interactions with peers (Professional Learning Communities:
-7-

PLC) in order to improve practice. PLCs were supported by Learning
Management System (LMS) platforms used by the consortium. Each partner
provided free access to the in-service and future-teachers participating in this
project phase to use the platform and the LMS learning environment. This
aspect of the teacher education courses (implementation in school and PLCs)
is innovative and gives the project experiential and practical value.
The delivery of the projects in schools was monitored in various ways in
each country, e.g., photographs, videos, online zoom meetings with trainers,
reflective diaries where teachers logged their activities in the classroom
and recorded their observations, as well as teachers’ interviews. The
documentation of the outcomes of the VAE implementation in schools is
intended to provide teachers, policymakers, educational authorities and other
relevant stakeholders with practical examples of the innovative aspects that
the CARE project brings to the educational arena. Research participants
in schools already act as individual researchers and provide evidence
confirming how this new way of delivering VAE enhanced with ESD in schools
is meaningful to pupils’ needs and realities.

1.2 Research tools
With the approval of the plenary, the scientific team prepared a sample
evaluation form -a questionnaire that the teachers involved could use
as a template to collect the evaluation of their students concerning the
programme implemented and the knowledge gained. The students’ views
and their own were included in the final report submitted by the teacher
teams after school implementations. Additionally, the teachers prepared and
submitted a documentation file with all the produced materials and other
evidence of the activities.
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Student Evaluation Form for Elementary Grade Levels
Please fill out this form and return it to your teacher. Thank you for helping us
plan a sustainable future for Education through the Arts.

Your name:
Your grade:
Title of your project:

YES

NO

I AM
NOT
SURE

The programme was really interesting
The programme was truly fun
I learned about things I did not know before.
The activities were engaging/ stimulating for students of my age
This programme helped me to get more actively engaged and learn more about this
topic.
Was there something “super special” about this programme? What was it?

What would you change about this programme in the future?

What have you learned about art through this programme?

YES

Art is inspiring
Art makes you see things differently about everyday living
Art is interesting
Art is totally connected with real-life issues
Art can help us build a sustainable future
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NO

UNSURE

This is a second sample - Emoji worksheet prepared for the students in
Greek and English.

«Τίτλος ενότητας»
Φύλο (βάλτε √) :

αγόρι

κορίτσι

δεν θέλω να δηλώσω

Κυκλώστε το προσωπάκι που ταιριάζει στη δική σας περίπτωση

1. Η ενότητα «…» ήταν πραγματικά
ενδιαφέρουσα.
2. Η ενότητα «…» ήταν πραγματικά
διασκεδαστική.
3. Θεωρώ τα ζητήματα της ενότητα «…»
χρήσιμα.
4. Οι δραστηριότητες ήταν ανιαρές για παιδιά
της ηλικίας μου.
5. Αυτή η ενότητα με βοήθησε να ασχοληθώ
ενεργά με το θέμα.
6. Νιώθω ικανοποιημένος/η με το αποτέλεσμα
της εργασίας μου.
7. Μου αρέσει το μάθημα της τέχνης.
8. Η τέχνη μπορεί να σε εμπνεύσει.
9. Η τέχνη σέ κάνει να βλέπεις τα πράγματα
διαφορετικά στην καθημερινή ζωή
10.Η τέχνη είναι ενδιαφέρουσα
11.Αυτά που μαθαίνεις στο μάθημα της τέχνης
δεν είναι χρήσιμα στην καθημερινή ζωή.
12.Η τέχνη μπορεί να μας βοηθήσει να
οικοδομήσουμε ένα βιώσιμο μέλλον

Συμφωνώ
πολύ

Συμφωνώ

☺

🙂

☺

🙂

☺

Δεν είμαι
σίγουρος/η

😐

Διαφωνώ Διαφωνώ
πολύ

🙁

☹

😐

🙁

☹

🙂

😐

🙁

☹

☺

🙂

😐

🙁

☹

☺

🙂

😐

🙁

☹

☺

🙂

😐

🙁

☹

☺
☺
☺

🙂
🙂
🙂

😐
😐
😐

🙁
🙁
🙁

☹
☹
☹

☺
☺

🙂
🙂

😐
😐

🙁
🙁

☹
☹

☺

🙂

😐

🙁

☹

2. Υπήρχε κάτι “εξαιρετικά ξεχωριστό” σε αυτήν την ενότητα; Τι ήταν αυτό;

3. Θα ήθελες να υπάρχει κάτι διαφορετικό σε αυτήν την ενότητα;
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«Project title»
Gender (tick √) :

boy

girl

do not want to declare

Circle the face that fits your situation
I strongly
agree
1. The project “...” was exciting.
2. The project “...” was enjoyable.
3. I found the questions of the project “...”
useful.
4. The activities were boring for kids my age.
5. This project helped me to engage with the
topic actively.
6. I feel satisfied with the result of my work.
7. I like my art class.
8. Art can inspire you.
9. Art makes you see things differently in
everyday life.
10.Art is interesting.
11.What you learn in art class is not helpful in
everyday life.
12.Art can help us build a sustainable future.

I agree

I am not
sure

😐
😐
😐

I
disagree

I strongly
disagree

☺
☺
☺

🙂
🙂
🙂

☺
☺

🙂
🙂

😐
😐

🙁
🙁

☹
☹

☺
☺
☺
☺

🙂
🙂
🙂
🙂

😐
😐
😐
😐

🙁
🙁
🙁
🙁

☹
☹
☹
☹

☺
☺

🙂
🙂

😐
😐

🙁
🙁

☹
☹

☺

🙂

😐

🙁

☹

2. Was there anything “exceptional” in this project? What was it?

3. Would you like there to be something different in this project?
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🙁
🙁
🙁

☹
☹
☹

The following was shared as a suggested aid for teachers, in order to carry
out their interviews and discussions or further creating activities with their
students.
Possible questions to ask/ issues to raise among students-participants
Every child/student can be asked to list both practical – through the arts,
detailed examples or more general overview statements, thinking about:
- What’s important to you?
- What could be improved?
- How would you want things to be?
- How can the arts help to achieve this?
- How can we help you through CARE programme and the community we are
“building”?
They can also be asked to develop in any creative way they wish their
ideas on one of these topics/ ideas
Social/Cultural
How could people feel better about themselves and connect with others with
the aid of the (visual) arts? What could help you to feel part of a community?
What does it mean to live in (the place where they live/go to school)? What
do you want to do, make, create or see? Do you want to have a voice on
what happens locally? What would you do for your community (propose
something) through the arts?
Visualise your opinion about sustainable wellbeing in one of the
following issues
- People being kind to each other
- Tackling loneliness and meeting new people
- Overcoming entrenched social habits, e.g., set times for leisure activities or
school tasks
- Being part of something
- Feeling your community is valued
- Feeling your own culture is valued
- Being able to talk about difficult subjects
- Culture making the area feel like one place – the sum being greater
than the parts
- People having a say in what happens and what is important to them
- Having your cultural identity being recognised by the ‘outside world’
- More cultural offers of relevance to local people
- A ‘can do’ attitude instilled in every child
Environment
Are the physical buildings, facilities and infrastructure right for the people
who live here?
Think about natural spaces too including the coast and parks.
Visualise your opinion about sustainable wellbeing in one of the
following issues
• More colourful and vibrant places to live
• More places to meet with each other and do things
• Using the arts to bring people to our special natural spaces
• Transport is a significant contributor to isolation
• Visible art fitting into and complementing everyday life
• Making use of empty spaces and alternative venues
Economic
Do people have fair life chances? Are there enough opportunities for people
to develop skills, have inspirational experiences and thrive?
Visualise your opinion about sustainable wellbeing in one of the
following issues
- Widening horizons
- Business support for culture
- Identifying role models from the area
- Successful local people not leaving the area
- Making a living from what you are good at including hobbies and
interests
- More diverse education and business opportunities
-12-

Teacher Training Programme
Visual Arts Unit
«…………………………………………………..»
Teachers:
……………………..……………………..
……………………..……………………..
«Month, 2021»

A. Outline of lesson plan
Fill in the sections concisely

Α1. Sustainable Development Goal(s):

Α2. Big Idea(s):

Α3. Title:

Α4. Class:

Α5. Duration of Unit:

Α6. General Aim:
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Α6. General Aim:

Α7. Goals:

Α8. Methods of Assessment:

Α9. Works of Contemporary Art used as a core:

B. Lesson plans
Β1. Lesson Plan 1
Facta
Topic (it may be the same with the title or an aspect of it)
Duration
Goals
Visual Vocabulary
Means /Materials/Techniques
Visual Teaching Material
Classroom Arrangement
Pre-existing experiences/knowledge (to be mentioned in the first lesson plan)
Activities
Introduction- starting point
Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3, etc.
Assessment
Β2. Lesson Plan 2 (same info as above)
Β3. Lesson Plan 3, etc. …

-14-

C. Implementation
Implementation Data
Class:
School:
Number of pupils:
C1. Description and documentation of implementation
Lesson 1
Date
Time
Description
Lesson 2
Date
Time
Description
[etc.]
C2. Final report of implementation - evaluation

D. Reflection
D1. Planning
D2. Implementation
D3. Impact
………….
Note: Children’s voices should be sought and included in the description or/
and the reflection section(s). Children’s comments/thoughts regarding their
experience with the unit could be elicited through small group discussions,
so that formal approvals can be avoided. If teachers wish (it is totally up to
them), they can deliver a questionnaire among children (see the example
provided).
In addition, since teachers will be working in groups, they can invite a
member of the group as a critical friend during the unit implementation to
provide an honest and constructive feedback of their own and the class’s
performance. The critical friend’s comments can be included in the teacher’s
final report, if both parties agree and see it appropriate.
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PART 2

Implementing CARE projects in
schools
Part 2 offers a detailed description and evaluation of the CARE projects
implemented in schools of the partner countries. All projects were based on
innovative educational practices emerging from the joint objectives of VAE &
ESD.

2.1 Frederick University, Cyprus: Case studies of
visual arts units in schools
Authors: Victoria Pavlou, Chrysanthi Kadji-Beltran

A. Concise description of the implementation phase of the didactic
scenarios in schools.
During the implementation of Intellectual Output 3, the participants were
invited to collaboratively develop an art unit around a big idea that related
to a sustainable development goal (SDG) following the philosophy and
guidelines of the CARE project. Eight groups of teachers were formed
with 3-4 members each. Each group had the opportunity to discuss the
development of their art unit during online meetings with the trainers before
finalizing their unit. The discussions took place during the study-weeks in
the middle of the training. At the end of the training (IO3), the participants
presented their art units and discussed their ideas with their peers.
At least one member of each group was required to implement their art
unit. However, one group did not respond. The remaining 7 groups were
very enthusiastic and 14 teachers implemented their art units. Some of
these teachers taught art in more than one class, hence the units were
implemented in 28 classes with 602 pupils (see table 1). The topics chosen
for the art units concerned issues such as responsible production and
consumption, partnerships for the goals, sustainable communities, peace
and justice strong institutions (see table 2).
Table 1. Number of teachers, classes and children who were involved in the
implementation of the art units.
Group

Implemented by
(number of teachers)

Number of classes
& grades

Number of children

1

3

1 first grade
4 sixth grade

121

2

1

2 sixth grade

48

3

1

3 sixth grade

72

4

1

1 fifth grade
1 sixth grade

41

5

2

4 sixth grade

82

6

3

2 fourth grade
3 fifth grade
2 sixth grade

172

7

3

1 fourth grade
4 fifth grade

66
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Table 2. Art units, big ideas and SDGs
Group

Title of the art unit

Big idea
(as stated by the teachers)

SDG

1

I WANT CHANGE!

Street art: how street art raises awareness on sustainability issues
that need to be resolved! We will explore the relationship of streetart with the 17 Sustainable Development Goals as they have been
formulated by UNESCO and how it can sensitize students, the school
and consequently the community, to identify and call for a change in
our way of life.

17

2

For Peace

Peace: If humans perceive themselves as part of a whole, where they
co-exist in interdependence with infinite soul beings (human or not)
and realize the essential unity of all life forms then they will act with
respect for all. If we consider ourselves and the environment as one
and the same, then our actions will aim at the well-being and care
of all, and we will perceive any form of violence as violence against
ourselves. We could say that violence against other people and
violence against the environment have the same source of origin and
that the road to peace starts from within. We realize that our every
action that is imbued with this awareness can be a stepping stone to
world peace.

16

3

Colour, magic,
collaboration!

Public art: How public art can bring together people from a
community/school community and make their living space beautiful
(quality of life).

11
and
17

4

I consume so I exist

The critical visual study of overproduction and overconsumption. Art
as a critical study and expression of the contemporary way of life.

12

5

Take action for the
future: Sustainable
cities and
communities

Act now for the change we want in our city.
Students’ individual and group art works, reflect and suggest
alternative ways of shaping their local and wider environment with the
ultimate goal of achieving a sustainable society.

11

6

I consume
responsibly

Proper - responsible consumer: I shop what I need, I respect the
12
environment and others (green - ethical consumer).
Responsible production and consumption are the greatest challenges
to achieving sustainable consumption. The irresponsible consumption
contributes to the degradation of the environment, while at the same
time is connected to poverty.

7

Me, you, we

Wellbeing: Developing emotional and social well-being of the
3
individual through strengthening their individual and collective identity,
to confront the contemporary changing society, alienation, isolation,
phenomena reinforced by the pandemic, as well as the abuse of
technology.
During the implementation of the art units, the teachers were constantly in
touch with the trainers for a variety of reasons: to arrange meetings between
the artist-trainer and the children, to receive support regarding documenting
children’s reactions to the art unit (e.g., through informal interviews) and
to receive support regarding materials and setting up their exhibition. This
helped the trainers to develop their relationship with the teachers further
and also to monitor the delivery of the art units. Before the end of the school
year (mid-June), a meeting with all teachers was arranged, to present the
delivery of their art units. The teaches shared their stories with enthusiasm
and everybody enjoyed listening to examples of good practices. The
teachers were given time to finalize their text and submit their ‘stories’ which
included the planning of their art units, their reflections as well as their pupils’
reflections towards the implementation of the art unit. Unfortunately, due
to the pandemic, the trainers could not visit the schools, to observe the art
lessons or the exhibitions that took place within the schools’ premises or to
talk directly with the children, therefore, teachers’ testimonies were crucial
in understanding the impact of the art units. Despite the overall enthusiasm,
some teachers had problems following the proposed way of documenting
their implementation and therefore the trainers had to contact them multiple
times for getting the necessary information. This is attributed mainly to the
-20-

pandemic conditions that affected dramatically the work of teachers, putting
a lot of pressure, stress and uncertainty to their professional life.
B. Sharing experiences
Example 1: Group 1
Title of art unit: “I want change”
Big idea: Street art. How street art tries to make the community aware of
sustainability issues that need to be resolved! We will explore its relationship
with the 17 Sustainable Development Goals as they have been formulated
by UNESCO and how street art can sensitize students, the school and
consequently the community, to identify and call for a change in our way of
life.
Main goal: ‘…The purpose of this unit is to help students learn about the 17
goals [….] and to express themselves visually by conveying messages to their
schools, their families, their communities and also the society at large. The
whole effort can be strengthened through cooperation with parents and other
community stakeholders in the context of collective actions. Through playful
activities in language, environmental and health education lessons, combined
with a response to Street Art works, acquaintance with contemporary Cypriot
artists and visual expression, creation and reflection, the children and others
involved will contribute greatly to the above purpose, in order to highlight the
“function” of this kind of art in society’ (excerpt from teachers’ planning).
Figure 1. Bansky’s artwork that inspired teachers to develop their art unit and
was used for different activities.

Figure 2: A child’s response to Bansky’s artwork during online classes; image
send to the teacher via Viber (translation of the text in the picture: Poverty is
1
1
According to Ministry of
the biggest violence) © MoEC
Education, Culture, Sports and
Youth (MoEC) regulations, the
intellectual rights of all artworks
produced during school time
belong to the Ministry.
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Points of success:
- Successful collaboration and interaction
- Motivation
- Partnerships for the achievement of the 17 goals
Group 1 consisted of three teachers working at three different schools, who
were excited for the opportunity to collaborate. It was motivating for them to
work with peers they did not have the chance to collaborate before. They all
implemented the art unit in their classes. As they chose to develop an art unit
around SDG 17 ‘Partnerships for the goals’, they thought that it was a great
opportunity to have their classes collaborate, too.
Challenges – difficulties:
Collaboration amongst classes proved to be a challenging task not simply
because of the pandemic that restricted physical visits to other schools,
but because one teacher was teaching to a year 1 class whereas the other
two were teaching to sixth grade classes. Another challenge was that they
realized children were not familiar with the SDGs. Teachers considered
important to initially introduce children, even superficially, to all the SDGs
before addressing their main goal, (SDG 17 building partnerships for a better
future), and work together to achieve all SDGs. Another challenge was the
local lockdowns, which resulted in running some lessons online. For all these
reasons/challenges, their unit consisted of ten 80-minutes lesson plans and
lasted longer than expected; roughly 3 months.
The lessons learnt and the innovative aspects of their art unit can be briefly
summarised below:
a. Approaching the concept of ‘partnerships’ through the embracement of
		 street art and the function that street art can have for communities and for
		 bringing people together.
b. Building partnerships among younger and older children for expressing
		 ideas about the SDGs. In particular, all children engaged in expressing the
		 goals of different SDGs through drawings. Then the younger children (first
		 graders) gave to the older children (sixth graders) the permission to work
		 on their artworks and create new artworks that would raise awareness
		 around the need to change in order to achieve all the SDGs and have a
		 better quality in life (see figures 3-6).
c. Embracing new technologies and engaging children in a variety of
		 activities, such as listening to fairy tales, watching video, playing digital
		 games, participating in competitions (e.g., kahoo) and creating artworks
		 (e.g., YouCam Perfect).
d. Approaching the main goal through an interdisciplinary lens: activities did
		 not take place only during art lessons but also in language (Greek), health
		 education and environmental education lessons.
Figure 3. First grader’s drawing (visual diary) about SDG14 ‘Life below water’
© MoEC
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Figure 4. First grader’s poster about SDG1 ‘No poverty’ © MoEC

Figure 5. Sixth grader’s utilization of a first grader’s drawing to create a poster:
virtual installation to a public space to raise awareness about poverty (SDG1)
© MOEC

Figure 6. Sixth grader’s utilization of a first grader’s drawing to create a
poster: virtual installation to a public space to raise awareness about quality
education (SDG4) © MoEC
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Example 2: Group 2
Title of art unit: “For peace”
Big idea: Peace: “If humans perceive themselves as part of a whole, where
they co-exist in interdependence with infinite soul-beings (human or not) …
consider the environment and themselves as one and the same, then their
actions will be aimed at the well-being, prosperity and care of all and they
will perceive any form of violence as violence against themselves. We could
say that violence against other people and violence against the environment
have the same root source and that the road to peace starts from within it.
We realize that our every action that is imbued with this awareness can be a
stepping stone to world peace” (excerpt from teachers’ planning).

2

https://wakingbraincells.
com/2013/01/30/review-peaceby-wendy-anderson-halperin/

Teachers were inspired by Wendy Anderson’s poem ‘Peace’. Each line of
the poem forms the basis of a page of the book and is accompanied by
other quotes about peace that bring a wonderful depth to the entire read.
The poem becomes a chant about peace. Illustrations by Halperin speak
directly to the sorts of peace being discussed. In those images and in the
surrounding quotes, children see ways that they can personally work for
peace on small and large levels.2
Figure 7. Wendy Anderson’s book (photo of cover in English and in Greek)
that inspired teachers to develop their art unit and was used for different
activities

Main goal:
‘This unit will be implemented at a time when the whole planet is going a
tough situation. Under the threat of the pandemic, basic social goods and
provisions (health, education, etc.), along with human rights and freedoms
are threatened daily [...] measures…are in serious conflict with the principles
of social justice and personal and collective peace […] This unit aims to
help children learn about different aspects of peace (negative / positive),
and proceed to a visual expression / action towards everything that is
happening at the moment around them. As Bruner (1990) states, culture is
the lens through which one can see different representations of the world
and perceive our identity in the sense of belonging and the awareness of our
potential. Therefore, the aim of the lessons of this unit is to help children (re-)
find their voice and place in a “fluid” and “anti-social” world, leaving their own
artistic “imprint”, with a unique, contemporary way using a methodology/
3
technique that has a Cypriot identity: 3Cementography ’ (excerpt from
http://www.cementography.
net/, https://www.facebook.com/ teachers’ planning).
cementography/
Points of success:
- Raised students’ awareness about the concept of peace;
- Common purpose and ownership of children’s work (see figure 8);
- Collaborative creation despite social distancing (see figure 9);
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- Collaboration amongst different actors within the same school (teachers of
different specialisations, school principal, school volunteer from European
Solidarity Corps – Erasmus+);
- Celebrating achievement and creation: children presented their work to their
peers, explained the rationale of their work, what they gained and tied on
a tree in the school grounds colourful laces with short messages about their
feelings about peace.
Group 2 consisted of three teachers. Only one (expert in cementography) was
able to implement it. The other two teachers would aim to implement the unit
in the coming school year with the support of the teacher who was expert in
cementography.
Challenges – difficulties:
- “…alternative ways of socialization and collectivism come to the fore and
are a real challenge for the education of any place”.
- Covid-19 pandemic restrictions impeded the final exposition of children’s
work to the public, outside the school environment.
- Academics/researchers had no access to school. The artist’s visit was held
through videoconferencing.
Figure 8. Children’s experiments that were used for the final collaborative
artwork
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Figure 9. The final collaborative artwork in progress

The lessons learnt and the innovative aspects of the art unit can be briefly
summarised below:
a. Innovative approach of the concept of peace; peace is not just the
		 opposite of war, but it also includes several behaviours and values.
b. Collective creativity: “Cementography is a collaborative and team
		 experience that can hardly be executed by only one creator …in schools
		 or public spaces it aims to strengthen the specific area and invite viewers
		 to enter into a dialogue with it”.
c. Platform for reflection and dialogue:
		 “…Cementography …functions as a platform for dialogue but also helps
		 people to wonder and connect what existed before, with what exists now
		 and possibly in the future...”
d. Experimentation with a non-conventional new material:
		 “…Its use (cement) in art as an alternative creative proposal, regenerates
		 spaces and discussions about aesthetics, but also the democracy of the
		 visual arts project”.
e. The performance for showcasing the final artworks to the school
		 community (figure 10). During a special ceremony, the class presented
		 their two cementography artworks and then they tied in a tree colourful
		 fabric laces with different messages written on them. For example: ‘I smell
		 peace in my mom’s biscuits’; ‘I see peace when I see my dad cooking’.
f.		 In cementography it is important for the teacher to have assistance by
		 another adult.
Figure 10: The teacher is sharing with the group of teachers photographs of
the performance for showcasing children’s final artworks.
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C. Summary of the results / the impact of the implementation phase
in accordance to the objectives of the training programme, based on
teachers’ and students’ evaluation as it ensues from their comments,
interviews and evaluation questionnaires
Teachers’ evaluations
Teachers discussed their reflections on the impact of the implementation of
the art units during informal talks, while presenting their implementation to
the whole group of teachers and in writing (in the assignment they submitted
after the completion of the implementation).
All teachers highlighted that the 2020-2021 year was a special year. The
pandemic impacted the way activities and learning took place. Schools were
opening and closing according to health safety measures. Art rooms were not
used as children could not share the same materials and tools. Collaboration
among children was feasible only after careful consideration by the teachers
to ensure that all appropriate health and safety measures were followed.
Despite the situation, the majority of the teachers felt not only that they did
their best, but they were able to deliver high quality, innovative art units.
In some cases, they had to adjust activities and work with a different pace
or even omit some activities to make sure that they would complete units
on time, before the end of the school year. In a couple of cases, teachers
expressed their frustration with the pandemic and felt that some lessons were
a bit rushed.
All teachers enjoyed the opportunity to collaborate with others and plan their
art unit. The collaboration was constructive, fun and enjoyable for them. They
rarely got the opportunity to collaborate with others for unit planning. Their
collaboration resulted in well-structured art units with a variety of different,
rich activities that approached the given topic from different perspectives.
At the same time, teachers were able to adjust or select activities or even
add activities given the children’s needs, the context of the school or other
exogenous factors. This flexibility resulted in the best possible outcome for
their children.
Teachers also commented on the importance of collaborating within their
schools, with other teachers or parents. They highlighted that when this was
possible, it resulted in a higher impact of children’s work. For example, a
teacher talked about how the children’s suggestions were well received by
the parents, who also took action to make their school living space better
(see figure 11). Children’s actions are shown in figure 12.
Figure 11: Parents’ actions as a result of children’s proposal
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Figure 12: Children’s actions on their school space. Art unit: Action for the
future: Sustainable cities and communities, SDG 11

Overall, teachers realized that the opportunities given to children to have an
impact, take action, achieve change or show their work was really important
and empowering for the children. Further, teachers who invited an artist to
their classroom (online zoom meeting) talked about how much they enjoyed
the interaction with the artist themselves as he offered them his expertise,
support and ideas on how to proceed with their art unit.
Lastly, all teachers noted that they felt that their art unit had a real impact
on the children in different areas: knowledge, attitudes and behaviours.
However, they noted that one could transmit knowledge more easily than
changing attitudes or behaviours. They believed that they did change
children’s attitudes but could not argue about the impact of this change. As
for behaviours, they reported some changes. But as a few of them noted,
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this was the hardest part. They talked in terms of having a small contribution
towards this big goal (in Greek ‘βάλαμε κι εμείς το λιθαράκι μας»). They
highlighted that:
This unit was one of the many stepping stones that needs to be put in place
in order for students to change their way of living, according to the principles
of sustainable development. To do this, you need consistency and repetition,
as well as coordination and cooperation throughout school staff so that
there is a common policy by the school on issues related to sustainable
development. This has not yet been fully achieved at my school (excerpt from
a teacher’s reflection).
Students’ evaluations
Students’ evaluations were documented in their discussions with their
teachers during lesson time and at the end of the unit (in small groups; one
group of 3-4 children per class), and in the questionnaire.
Overall children embraced the art units with enthusiasm. What drew their
attention and contributed to a great extent to their satisfaction were the
following (different points were valid for different art units):
- the topic of the unit was approached through multiple points of view (e.g.,
the art unit about peace invited children to approach the concept of peace
with all their senses and not only visually. Further peace was approached
holistically and not simply as a concept opposite to war;
- the use of technology (e.g., digital production of artworks, production of
video, use of tablets and mobile phones, see figure 13);
- the ability to collaborate with classmates (see figure 14);
- the ability to participate in exhibitions and present their work to other
children of their school: ‘it was the first time that I participated in an
exhibition!’, ‘it was nice that we were standing next to our work and
everybody came to see our poster and we were explaining our cause’
(children’s comments about their exhibition that took place during breaks in
the school’s corridors, see figure 15);
- the innovative use of materials (e.g., markers on canvases, cement for
cementography, etc.);
- the realization that they could actually bring a change to their living space;
- their engagement with an artist: ‘he treated us as grownups and it was really
special’, ‘I enjoyed meeting this artist. He taught us different things and he
inspired us’;
- their engagement with artworks and well-known artists; ‘I enjoyed Bansky’s
work. Bansky, the mysterious artist!’’
- playing games and participating to competitions.
Figure 13: Digital means for making artworks; the teacher is sharing children’s
reactions during a zoom meeting with other teachers.
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Figure 14: Collaborating with classmates to transfer winning drawing to a
school’s wall; the winning drawing is on the top right, the painting on the wall
is on the bottom right and children making the wall painting on the left

Figure 15: Participating in exhibitions, interacting with audience
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Teachers taught art in more than one class; hence the units were
implemented in 24 classes with 602 pupils. The teachers collected
questionnaires from some of these classes but not from all since they were
asked to implement their art unit in at least one class from their group. At the
end, 349 children’s questionnaires were returned to the trainers. The results
showed that children found the art units truly interesting (84.8%) and fun
(79%). They found the ‘big ideas/ SDG’ studied very useful (81%) and felt
satisfied with the outcome of their work (80.5%). They found that art was
inspiring (84.6%), interesting (74.2%) and in general enjoyed the art subject
(87.6%). Further the majority of the children believed (69.1%) that the unit
helped them to actively address the issue under investigation (but 18.8%
were unsure), didn’t think that the activities were boring for children of their
age (63.4%; but 18.2 were unsure), believed that art made them see things
differently in everyday life (67.9% but 21.2% were unsure). They opposed
(69.6%) to the idea that what they learnt in the art subject was not useful in
daily life (but 18.6% were unsure) and believed that art could help them build
a sustainable future (67.9% but 20.6% were unsure).
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2.2 University of Malta. Case studies of visual arts
units in schools

Authors: Raphael Vella, Vincent Caruana, Isabelle Gatt, Charmaine Zammit
A. Concise description of the implementation phase of the didactic
scenarios in schools.
In Output 4 (O4), the University of Malta’s research team as well as five
in-service and pre-service teachers implemented various lessons related
to the CARE principles and, more specifically, to the online course that
the team had offered teachers in the previous months. The five teachers
who volunteered to participate in O4 (Lisa Pace, Liliya Cauchi, John Paul
Muscat, Lydia Zammit and Kamy Aquilina) were asked to send schemes
of work based on at least one big idea presented during the course. They
were instructed to pick an idea like Compassion, Diversity, Regeneration,
and so on and develop five scaffolded lessons in relation to this theme
with the support of the research team. The participating teachers were
asked to conduct these five lessons (preferably with the same class) until
the end of the scholastic year, keep a journal (like a visual journal) and
participate in online meetings with the team. They were given a lesson
planning template, in which they could include a general outline, lesson
plans, details of implementation, a final report and general reflections about
class discussions. They were also asked to support the research process by
distributing consent forms and giving their students a questionnaire about the
lessons. Since many lessons in O4 were held online, teachers were given art
materials they could distribute amongst children to use at home.
The methodology employed broadly followed a Lesson Study model, in which
targeted aspects of ESD and art were planned by teachers in conjunction
with expert advice and then discussed and reflected upon before, during
and after implementation. Unfortunately, COVID restrictions did not permit
the team to conduct actual observations in class. Initial online discussions
were held with the teachers individually and as a group about the schemes
of work. The research team suggested changes related to creative activities,
the progression of activities, skills and sustainability issues, techniques used
in the activities, probing questions about the big ideas and the selection of
specific artists and artworks as resources for the lessons.
Schemes of work developed by the teachers focused on different big ideas
and ESD aspects, particularly public art (issues of urban infrastructure,
social issues related to public space, graffiti, traffic, pollution) and diversity
(cultural differences, unity in diversity, disability and identity). Creative
activities developed at this stage were varied. They ranged from activities
like games that could be used to raise awareness about urbanisation and
traffic control, to the making of fashion accessories, toys and experiments in
2D and 3D using recycled materials. Similarly, artists and artworks selected
for use in class were varied, and included older modernist masters like
Wassily Kandinsky, visually impaired artists like John Bramblit and several
contemporary artists. The teachers did not stick to the artists and artworks
provided during the online course but researched other artists that may
have been more appropriate for the lessons they were planning. Traditional
Maltese crafts were also referenced in some lessons.
The total number of students participating in O4 in Malta was 78. Four of
the participating teachers implemented the lessons with a single class, while
one teacher used her lessons with more than one class. The majority of
participating students were older primary level students, aged 9-10. Some
were younger students, 6-8 year-olds.
B. “Sharing experiences”: Refer to specific examples (max. 3), including
supporting evidence.
The participating teachers started with rather clear ideas on what Sustainable
Development (SD) is. They argued for the responsible use of resources,
they questioned progress which does not take care of the planet, as well
as focused on development that meets human needs, including those of
future generations. There was however a tendency to over emphasise the
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environmental pillar of SD, at the expense of the economic, social, and
cultural. The role of education in attaining SD was also rather clear to them,
with some focusing on knowledge and awareness, but also on skills, taking
action and creating. The values aspect was highlighted by various teachers,
with an emphasis on teachers practicing what they preach – perhaps a
reminder of the maxim that values are caught rather than taught. Some
realised from the start that this process needs to involve parents and other
stakeholders, perhaps unwittingly introducing the community aspect of ESD.
Starting on a good foundation, this process, in the teachers’ own words,
helped them expand and extend their understanding of SD, from the very first
entries, not least a vision of SD more inclusive of the four pillars. Interesting
ideas that they started emphasising comprised the need for unlearning
to educate the educator for sustainability, perhaps echoing David Orr’s
(1991) adage that it’s not how much education you have but what kind of
education. One example of such a rethink of the kind of education we need
was the combining of outdoors education with envisioning new and different
landscapes, also inspired through art. We need to instill a sense of wonder
and awe at an early age - a hard challenge in a mainly concrete environment!
Teachers introduced the idea of Sustainable Art by showing students
sustainable artworks by the likes of Jason deCaires Taylor, Susan BeallorSnyder, Jaynie Gilman Crimmins, Camille Thibert and Cui Fei amongst others.
In one class, students were asked to guess what materials the works were
made with.
This proved to be an entertaining and intriguing guessing game for them as
they guessed what “found” or discarded objects had been used. They then
interpreted the works. In the group Facebook post the teacher said that Cui
Fei’s manuscript made from thorns was the work that mostly inspired her
grade 5 students. Students then collected leaves, twigs, and seeds during
break. They built memorial sites/ burial ceremonies for dead bugs (which
they called Bobs) using natural-made resources they had brought in. In
the FB group page, the teacher noted the students showed a newfound
appreciation of and respect towards nature; they only picked items that were
already dead. Through the following discussion it was clear they had become
more aware and caring towards nature and the environment. The students,
then created videos to show their other art works they created at home and
explained how they worked, or in some cases how they can be worn (jazzed
up purse and dress, money box and bug house).
Figure 1. Students’ creations inspired by the Big Ideas
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Big ideas that capture essential and enduring themes of human life were
deemed by the tutors to be an ideal way to expand the education of
art educators, and for this course six were chosen, namely The Public,
Ecological Literacy, Compassion, Diversity, Conservation and Change, and
Regeneration. The choice of such Big Ideas was a first in any curriculum
of this type. Such Ideas were also mainly different from what teachers
themselves brainstormed – these were also very good and relevant lists –
however the difference indicated that they were to be challenged to think
and reflect on Big Ideas that were not naturally intuitive to them. In any case
the put forward Big Ideas tended to be very engaging for teachers, and
conducive in stretching their thinking in new directions.
The Idea of The Public led to an engaging discussion on the role of Public
Art, arguing for its potential in producing routes to new conceptions of
community, and its capability to create a space for a two-way communication
between the artist and audience. Furthermore, since community members
are diverse – this creates an opportunity for coherent dialogue. Public art lies
in the political domain and strikes home for many students, acknowledging
that in Malta the policy direction seems to point more at high rise buildings,
hotels, apartments, petrol stations, rather for public spaces and parks.
Such a policy direction was questioned by teachers – who reflected on
the role of public spaces in creating a healthier, happier, and more creative
society in connection to nature. From a very practical point of view, students
went beyond a critique, and were able to suggest various locations in Malta,
where public art could create a positive and sustainable impact.
For the lessons linked to Urban Infrastructure Monopoly and Public Issues,
one of the teachers came up with the idea of inspiring the students to
design a Board Game to raise awareness about the rapid pace and ruthless
development and the disastrous impact this has on the environment now and
for future generations. The lesson PPT presentation introduced famous board
game paintings and examples of the world’s most famous strategy games.
This lesson was extremely effective as can be seen by the images of their
board games (see images 13-14) created by the pupils. Both the process of
designing and creating the board game as well as playing the game required
students to use problem-solving skills to reflect issues of Urban Infrastructure
Monopoly and Public Issues.
When these were shared to the private Group Facebook page, the comments
were so positive that other teachers asked if these could be made accessible
for other students to play (see images at the end of the report), a request
which the teacher acceded to.
The Idea of Ecological Literacy helped students understand both their
potential and their limits in that ecological literacy is part of a lifelong
learning process. There was an awareness that by widening the scope of
our understanding of literacy we can cultivate the knowledge, empathy, and
action required for sustainable living. Tutors prodded teachers to further think
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critically through probes, such as rethinking the meaning of trash or trying
to understand the problem of thrash that influenced the work of the artist.
Indigenous art and culture support such a literacy, both when one considers
the use of materials, and when one considers the mindset that everything
is interrelated. Interesting sub-themes that emanated from this big idea
included acknowledging the need of a life cycle analysis of an object as an
issue for art education to engage with, as well as introducing at a young age
the idea of the conscious consumer.
The Idea of Compassion created a new space for teachers to get in touch
with themselves, acknowledging that there is no separation between personal
and professional development. Since such more personal aspects are often
avoided in such processes, such a question can create challenges, with one
teacher reflecting that self-compassion is not something she practices on a
daily basis, focusing more on the well-being of others.
Yet this is what a community and a community of practice is ultimately about
– the need to remind each other of what is conducive to both our wellbeing
and how this is also linked to our professional development, as we cannot
“pour from an empty cup”. In turn teachers were encouraged to critically
reflect on how art can cultivate compassion, with teachers outlining the
potential of various forms of art (e.g., photojournalism) and artists (e.g., Frida
Kahlo or the graffiti of Banksy) in both empathising with the artist and with
the message the artist wants to depict through his or her art.
The practice of compassion in the classroom proved to act as a catalyst to
improve students’ self- esteem, confidence, and happiness, with in one case
such feedback emanating from a parent who noticed the difference in her
daughter with respect to motivation and inspiration to follow her dream again.
The Idea of Diversity was tackled both from the aspect of identities and from
the aspect of biodiversity. Due to the multiculturalism and interculturalism in
Malta, as well as due to the unfortunate high racism, students could relate
easily with such a Big Idea. Considering its different facets, an artwork was
positioned as an excellent vehicle of understanding emotions (empathy),
meaning and composition, thus achieving a deeper social interpretation of
the art piece, linking the social with the individual. The action aspects of good
practice in Education for Sustainable Development found a home within this
Big Idea, where in one case after a lesson on how plastic causes habitat loss
for land and marine life, students contributed to society by collecting plastic
litter from their neighbourhood.
Teachers made use of the teacher-in-role, role play and other drama
conventions they had been introduced to during the CPD as a medium for
teaching and learning. A series of sessions, linked to Diversity, in one primary
classroom, included designing and making flags and puppets of the children
in class from the different countries. Pupils then worked with a script they
had created, where “puppets interviewed each other” about their traditions,
food and included music from the different countries. The original plan for
the closure had included a “feast” with food from the different countries but,
due to Covid restrictions, they could only share the step-by-step recipes
via presentations which they prepared themselves; recipes such as that for
Chicken Adobo and Russian black bread. The other students then tried these
recipes at home and gave their compliments the next time they met.
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Figure 2. Puppets created were called Andrei and Tatiana, Ms Mansanas and
Sur Ġorġ (see more images in the children’s artwork section below).

Diversity was a big idea explored by most of the teachers. One teacher did
this through a lesson about tapestry, starting by observing the decorative
elements (patterns, forms, etc.) on traditional carpets and how these can
be inspired by one’s social surroundings. This discussion led students to
think about what details may be included in a contemporary Maltese carpet.
Students were asked to think about what elements they would include, and
the reasons why, to design such a carpet. They then proceeded to work on
the carpet design. The design was then transferred onto T-shirts using textile
printing technique, so it could be on something they could use.
Figure 3. Students’ creative process for textile-printing
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Another teacher worked on Diversity using a drawing portrait lesson inspired
by Shirin Neshat, Suzy Ultman and Julian Opie. This involved discussion,
photography (self-portrait), drawing and writing. The lesson, which was
delivered online, kicked off by the students asking questions to get to know
each other. Then students took a selfie or asked someone to photograph
them. They printed this in black and white, cut it out and placed it on a
large piece of cardboard. Then they described themselves by drawing their
hobbies, favourite sports, colours, and food in the background. Next the
students discussed goals on how one can live a better healthy lifestyle,
which they wrote on their black and white portrait. The results were extremely
effective as can be seen from the students’ artwork.
Figure 4. Students’ symbolic self-portraits

Figure 5. A student’s dream job
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Another aspect of diversity, Gender Equality, was tackled by the same
teacher with 9-year-olds. To introduce the subject the class discussed
domestic tasks which the students carried out and then moved on to
how they perceived job possibilities, whether they perceived any gender
differences in work. The teacher asked students to talk about their dream job
and imagine themselves in 20-years’ time. The task set was to create their
own work I.D./passport by describing why this is their dream job using monoprinting technique (using foil) inspired by Henri Matisse’s original prints from
his Jazz book. Below is Andrea’s artwork where she symbolised her dream
job, becoming a doctor by the image of a stethoscope. All the students’
artworks and the lesson description were shared with other teachers in the
group fb page and teachers and tutors gave feedback, all of which was
positive.
The Idea of Conservation and Change attempted to help teachers navigate
between the need to conserve and preserve ecological systems and natural
and built environments and the need for “progress”, “innovation” and new
projects – in part through considering the art Sue Coe. This topic helped
students consider various SD themes, including fashion and food, and the
difficulties in navigating across such a spectrum because of the anonymity
of trade in general, leading a teacher to ask: “What if the food had a face would you eat it?”
The Idea of Regeneration was an invitation to students to move beyond
sustainability alone as an adequate goal and consider a regenerative
human culture that is healthy, resilient, and adaptable. Interestingly,
students acknowledged that for this to happen a change in the curriculum
is necessary, with a tutor pointing out that a large enough group of trained
teachers can bring about such change and cause a “tipping-point” in favour
of a more relevant curriculum.
As expected, such Big Ideas are framed within fluid boundaries rather
than hard and fixed ones. Participants showed that it is possible to work
at the intersection of education for diversity and education for sustainable
development, and that say working on diversity has the potential to become
a “contamination” of good practice through linking with the other big ideas,
e.g., compassion.
C. Summary of the results/the impact of the implementation phase
in accordance to the objectives of the training programme, based on
teachers’ and students’ evaluation as it ensues from their comments,
interviews and evaluation questionnaires.
The research team evaluated the success of the fourth deliverable (IO4)
on the basis of three main criteria: feedback provided by teachers during
meetings and in their evaluations, journals and written reflections; feedback
provided by students in the evaluation forms they filled in and in comments
collected by teachers during lesson implementation; and the quality of the
actual artwork produced by students during lessons.
Teachers’ feedback
The teachers all considered the lessons to have been successful. Reasons
given were varied, but the main reasons were related to the learning of new
skills, vocabulary, concepts, attitudes and ways of integrating other areas
of education into art lessons. One teacher stated that her students didn’t
know the meaning of the word ‘sustainable’ at the start of the lessons, and
she guided them to develop ‘sustainable art’ projects which proved to be
very popular with the students. Another teacher used lessons on cultural
identity to encourage students to research their own and other cultures and
take interest in customs associated with other cultures present amongst the
students themselves. All the teachers stated that the students in their classes
found the lessons motivating and were enthusiastic about art, ESD issues
being discussed and the possibility of using external natural spaces to collect
resources like leaves for art lessons. They also said that students enjoyed
the level of experimentation that was encouraged in the development of the
schemes of work.
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Figure 6. Students’ poster at a mental health facility in Paola, Malta

The teachers also appreciated the possibility of sharing pedagogical
ideas and results through a private Facebook page that was set up by
the research team. One of the teachers stated that the pedagogical and
financial support received from the university’s research team encouraged
her to work on sustainability themes that were not often discussed in her
lessons prior to CARE. Another teacher suggested that students should
be engaged in the different aspects of sustainability over a longer period
of time with more regular sessions. This would enrich their vocabulary and
broaden their understanding of different topics and strengthen their ability
to reflect critically and express their opinions. According to him, the main
problem he faced in the classroom was the general lack of prior knowledge
about sustainability issues. However, he also stated that their curiosity and
engagement in class helped the students to grasp the significance of living
and acting in an environmentally and socially responsible way. This social
dimension was confirmed by another teacher, whose students created a
poster for a mental health care facility opening in the vicinity of their school.
An image of this poster was included in the teacher’s visual journal (below).
She wrote that besides learning to appreciate unity in their diversity, students
took the initiative to use their artwork to transmit positive and encouraging
messages to health care staff, patients and visitors.
Teachers’ use of visual journals containing images of their students’
creative process ranging from art-making, presentations and performances
supported by written reflections provided us feedback about their lessons’
implementation and also the ripple effect they left. A teacher’s visual
journal indicated that her implementation of lessons related to the big idea:
“Diversity” and SDG10 ‘Reduce inequality within and among countries’
encouraged her students to explore the music, art, food and drink,
national flags and national anthems of the three countries they came from:
Philippines, Malta, Russia. Images in her journal showing students’ drawings,
students sharing national food recipes, creating collages of national flags
indicate students’ appreciation of diversity through hands-on activities. In
addition, she noted that getting involved in dialogue through puppet-show
performances representing different countries helped students to respect
each other’s differences and appreciate unity in their diversity.
One of the teachers’ visual journals revealed students’ creative process
starting from a brainstorming of ideas, annotated drawings and list of reused
materials required for the 3-D junk sculpture vis-à-vis SDG12 ‘Responsible
Consumption and Production’. In her visual journal a teacher noted that
watching her students standing next to their artworks indicated that CARE
lessons helped them “to not only understand SDGs and their importance
but also to inspire them to be creative and believe in themselves”. Besides,
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it also indicated the CARE project’s chain reaction in generating awareness
about mindful consumption. She quoted a student saying that she “can help
to educate others on which materials can be recycled”. The journal revealed
that her students enjoyed taking part in such a project but wished they had
more time.
Figure 7. A student’s drawings inspired by national dances of Philippines,
Malta, Russia

Figure 8. Images from a student’s presentation about the recipe: ‘Philippine
Chicken Adobo’

Figure 9. Students’ creative process related to SDG12 Responsible
Consumption and Production.
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Figures 9 -10. Students standing next to their artworks

Students’ feedback
Teachers referred to improved engagement, confidence and concentration in
the classroom. They also said that students were more independent and had
positive attitudes while discussing cultural differences. Teachers also referred
to positive feedback from parents.
While the teachers referred to some issues with distractions due to problems
with online implementation, verbal feedback from students on the lessons
was very positive. These are some of their comments: “Fun”, “interesting”,
“awesome”, “entertaining”, “super-excited”, “very informative”, “I learn
something new and different every time”.
When asked to explain what was ‘super special’ about the lessons, the
students referred to recycling activities, learning new things in a fun way,
learning about saving the environment, the possibility of expressing
feelings in the art lessons and teamwork during creative tasks. Some of
the comments which stood out were: “I didn’t care about the environment
but now I want to help as much as I can”; “I enjoyed having my artwork
photographed by the teacher”; “Every time I make an artwork, I make my
family happy”.
When asked to think about anything they would change in the lessons, the
vast majority replied that they would either change “nothing” or add more
time to the art lessons. One student suggested “we should send videos
online for the grown-ups to see”.
In the student evaluation forms, responses were consistent in all classes.
Almost 100% of students indicated that they found the lessons interesting
and fun. The same high percentage believed that the lessons helped them to
get more actively engaged and learn more about these topics. A smaller but
significant percentage (85%) indicated that they learned about things they did
not know before and that they found the activities engaging or stimulating.
Most of the remaining respondents replied that they are ‘unsure’.
The evaluation form also asked students to think about what they learned
about art through these lessons. Almost 100% replied that they think that art
is interesting. 89% of students replied that they find art inspiring. A similar
percentage thinks that art can help us to build a sustainable future. When
asked whether art makes them see things differently about everyday life,
70% replied ‘yes’, 11% replied ‘no’ and 19% replied ‘unsure’. When asked
whether they think art is totally connected with real-life issues, 60% replied
‘yes’, 13% replied ‘no’ and 27% replied ‘unsure’.
Artwork
On the whole, the artwork produced by students in O4 was very experimental
and interdisciplinary, often bringing in social and cultural issues or mixing
visual art practices with role play. Lessons about doll design and board
game design led to creative results. Postcard-making also proved to be very
popular in one class. The students worked in a variety of different media,
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from collage and painting to junk sculpture. The quality of the results helped
to increase student motivation and curiosity and make them enthusiastic
about following lessons.
Figure 11. Students creating puppets representing different nationalities.

Figure 12. Students performing role-play with puppets representing different
nationalities.

Figures 13-14. Students’ designs for board games that infuse sustainability
issues.
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Figure 15. A student wearing her artwork from a collage of junk material.

Figure 16. A student’s 2-D design and 3-D model for public art inspired by big
idea: “the Public”.
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Figure 17. A students’ collage inspired by big idea: “Diversity”.
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2.3 University of Exeter, UK. Case studies of visual arts
units in schools
Authors: Emese Hall, Hermione Ruck Keene

A. Concise description of the implementation phase of the didactic
scenarios in schools.
Six trainees (5 female and 1 male) of the 22 who completed the training
phase continued to the implementation phase. Supplementary input was
provided to support planning and delivering of their units of work. The
trainees were all working in Primary settings, with a total of around 160
students aged between 6 and 10. Two schools were small village schools
with a population of around 100; the other three were larger, with school
populations of around 300 and situated in hamlets/small towns. None could
be characterised as inner city.
Trainees selected a number of SDGs and Big Ideas on which to base their
units of work, as well as selecting CARE template artworks and further
artworks of their choice. Trainees chose a wide range of SDGs to focus on,
with SDG11 being the most popular, followed by SDGs 12, 13 and 15. These
represent a focus on urban and rural sustainability, land use, consumption
and production, and climate change; interestingly, no trainees chose to focus
on SDGs 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 16 or 17.
In terms of Big Ideas, Ecological Literacy was the most popular, followed
by Conservation and Change, Regeneration, and Diversity. The Public,
Responsible Consumption and Production and Having a Voice were also
represented. The most popular CARE template artwork was Chesney ‘I’m
Blue, You’re Yellow’, which was selected by two trainees; others chose a
range of CARE and other artworks, including representation from 2D, 3D,
public and outdoor artworks.
Trainees were free to choose how they planned and timetabled their units of
work, working within the constraints of the school timetable and their own
training programme; the majority of lessons were delivered towards the end
of their school placement, after they had met the assessment requirements
(Teaching Standards) of their course.
Two students (Juliette and Ellen) did not submit the reporting template or
share photographs of their project outcomes, so are not included in the
detailed project analysis.
Units of work were delivered as follows:
Arya worked with a Year 1 class (ages 5-6) of 30 pupils (10 with consent to
participate)*, delivering seven lessons over three weeks.
Bella worked with a Year 4 class (ages 8-9) of 32 pupils (all with consent to
participate)*, covering four hours teaching time over four sessions, and one
artist-led workshop day.
Monty worked with a Year 1 class (ages 5-6) of 25 pupils (21 with consent to
participate)*, delivering five lessons of 90 minutes each.
Mud worked with a mixed Year 4/5 class (ages 8-10) of 29 pupils (21 with
consent to participate), delivering six 45-minute lessons.
Juliette worked with a mixed year 3/4 class (ages 7-9). The numbers of
children in her class and project delivery were unreported.
Ellen worked with a Year 6 class (ages 10-11). The numbers of children in her
class and project delivery were unreported.
*All pupils in the classes participated in the lessons, but data were only
gathered from those with parents’/carers’ permission to participate in the
research
Some lessons were delivered as stand-alone Art lessons, whilst others were
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integrated into cross-curricular teaching, in particular using a transdisciplinary
approach combining Art with Science and/or Geography.
Delivery of the lessons was monitored according to the usual expectations of
the teacher education programme, including self-evaluation and reflection on
individual lessons and documentation in planning folders. Ongoing support
was provided via regular informal online meetings and sharing of work in
progress. Trainees completed the report template at the end of the unit of the
work; they reflected on the project according to the Intent, Implementation
and Impact framework used to inspect English schools and teacher
education programmes.
B. “Sharing experiences”
Three trainees’ work has been chosen to illustrate the programme’s
implementation: Arya, Bella and Monty.
Arya’s project was titled ‘Protecting the Oceans’ and addressed SDGs 12 and
14. The Big Ideas focus was on The Public and Ecological Literacy and she
selected Banksy’s Pier Pressure as a CARE artwork.
Bella’s project was titled ‘Country Town: Now and Future’ and addressed
SDGs 9, 11, 12, 13 and 15. The Big Ideas focus was on Ecological Literacy,
Conservation and Change, Regeneration, Responsible consumption and
production, and Having a voice. The chosen CARE artwork was Rebecca
Chesney’s I’m Blue, You’re Yellow.
Monty’s project was titled ‘Nature’s Great Makers’ and addressed SDG 15.
The Big Ideas focus was on Ecological Literacy; Diversity; Conservation and
Change, and Regeneration. No chosen CARE artworks were used.
Arya
Arya’s unit focused on developing children’s understanding of the
problems facing the planet, focusing on the oceans and emphasising the
interdependence of life on Earth. She had a clear understanding of the need
for children to reflect on their role in this interdependence, and connection
with life below the seas. In terms of Art, Arya chose to concentrate on Public
Art and how it can communicate a message relating to the problems facing
the oceans. She delivered seven lessons of varying lengths over an intense
two-week period, including an artist workshop in which children combined
learning about colour mixing, painting, collage and coral bleaching to
produce a collaborative art piece.
Figures 1 and 2 – Children’s paintings
Arya noted that ‘The lack of time for art in my placement school’s curriculum,
and their focus on maths and literacy, gave the impression that time
spent teaching art must achieve pre-defined and narrow objectives. I was
influenced by the school’s emphasis on producing a finished piece of artwork
that showed clear skills progression. I felt there was a tension between
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letting the children explore the materials and the need to gather evidence for
the school, and the research project. It was difficult to navigate conflicting
objectives.’
She therefore added an additional element to her unit due to ‘the school’s
emphasis on producing a finished piece of artwork that showed clear skills
progression’; taking inspiration from the Daisi Bytes videos, the children
completed a collaborative group piece based on individual shell mandalas,
in which ‘children were able to spend time reworking and playing with the
pieces yet provide a final piece for assessment’.
Figures 3 and 4 – Shell mandala work
There is a notable difference in these two aspects of Arya’s project; the
collaborative ‘oceans’ piece demonstrates an excellent understanding of
transdisciplinary planning and teaching, and the principles of ESD introduced
in the training phase. Arya’s planning interwove learning about the bigger
picture of threats to the oceans, more detailed scientific knowledge about, for

example, coral bleaching, and a clear development of visual art skills in terms
of observational drawing, colour mixing, and experimenting with different
media to create a collaborative final outcome. She also worked successfully
with the visiting artist to deliver the workshop; the wealth of photographic
evidence she provided documents a day that balanced process and product
extremely effectively, whilst also demonstrating a good understanding of
creative pedagogy and partnership work.
The ‘mandala’ part of the project, conversely, felt more limited in scope
and seemed to have lower expectations of what the children could achieve
artistically, as well as fewer opportunities for transdisciplinary and ESD
teaching and learning, despite the connection between the shells and the
‘sea’ theme in general. Arya’s own reflection on the project noted that she
wanted to give more opportunities to use sketchbooks to develop mark
making skills and also to enable further reflections on the making process
and skill development; this mirrors her frustration with the perceived clash
between the project’s ethos and that of her placement school.
Bella
Bella’s project focused on biodiversity and conviviality, hoping to develop
children’s understanding that sustainability issues apply to their local area,
not just to ‘distant’ places. She wanted children to be empowered to see
within themselves the ability to influence their local environment, expressing
this through art. These aims demonstrated a sophisticated understanding of
ESD, with the underpinning values of connection to nature, empowerment
and children’s voice; they also show the impact of the training phase in terms
of understanding the power of art to communicate a message. Alongside
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the Rebecca Chesney CARE artwork, Bella chose a range of artworks
and architecture with a local, national and international scope, including
architecture outdoor sculptures created by the visiting artist; her selection of
artworks demonstrated her confident subject knowledge and the impact of
the training phase.
Bella showed particular strengths in transdisciplinary planning, beginning her
unit of work with a session exploring the children’s local town using artworks,
maps and photographs, and skillfully interweaving History, Geography, Art
and ESD. Subsequent sessions planned to explore biodiversity through
story, incorporating art works showing the viewpoints of animals, and to use
the Chesney artwork as a stimulus for learning with, about and in art. The
outdoor, story-based session had to be altered due to timetabling constraints
and an implied lack of support from the class teacher. The final artist
workshop day led to the creation of sculptural artworks using repurposed
materials and illustrating children’s ideas about conviviality. Children also
completed a reflective poster activity, designed to showcase their knowledge
about the ecological message of their sculptures – Bella reflected that
‘Some children used the poster to advertise the planned “exhibition” of
their sculptures in a school garden, others focused on giving an ecological
message. Very few children were able to combine the two.’ Again, this activity
was impacted by a lack of time.
Bella reported that ‘the enthusiasm of the children for the unit was fantastic
and was the greatest evidence of its success’. Children’s comments gathered
by her suggest that aspects of the project they engaged with the most were
problem-solving, freedom/self-directed learning, making connections and
changed perceptions – ‘I think it’s quite cool to use art to show a message.
Artwork shows happiness, through colour, but we have been thinking about
how to tell someone something’ (Child R2) – and children’s own worlds
– ‘Usually when you think about art, it’s sketching, painting and drawing.
Now it’s drilling and hammering. I know how to do that because I make
things in the shed with my Dad’ (Child F2). Their reflections on the process
of completing their sculptures and on the finished products showed a
sophisticated level of thinking and use of language, as well as an embedded
understanding of the SDGs (which reflected Bella’s consistent focus in
planning the unit on the cognitive processes required to understand them)
and transdisciplinary concept development.
Figure 5: Insects and Wildlife
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Figure 6: Children and Families

Figure 7: Farmers

Figure 8: Businesses
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Bella also reported that children were interested in the idea of ‘art being
created without the intention of permanence’, and the integration of nature
into the built environment as represented by the architecture of Frank Lloyd
Wright. She faced some significant challenges in her project; she refers to
the class teacher’s lack of interest in sustainability and ‘block[ing] of some
supplementary parts of the project’, alongside an issue with ‘the allocated
time being unstable and cut’. There are aspects of her project which
demonstrate her lack of experience and status as a trainee teacher, notably
her ambition in the amount of content she wished to cover; she noted herself
that a more effective mapping of ESD onto the National Curriculum would
enable a more ‘stream-of-consciousness, cross-curricular approach’ with the
potential for still more transformative learning.
Monty
Monty’s project focused on creativity in the natural world and aimed to
develop ‘children’s wonder at the skill and ingenuity of life on earth to craft
the world around us’. He combined exploring creations made by species
found in the UK (ants, worms, bees and spiders) with exploring artists
inspired by or reflecting nature. Like Bella, Monty showed a confident
understanding of transdisciplinary learning; this was a particularly creative
way to combine learning in Science and Art. Also like Bella, Monty was able
to draw on strong subject knowledge, with a clear focus on skill development
through his use of formative assessment in his first session in which children
were given sticks to create shapes inspired by the work of Andy Goldsworthy
and the development of children’s skills in weaving using a range of media.
Figures 9, 10, 11- Session 1: Establishing prior understanding and skill

Figures 12 & 13 - Outcomes: homes for animals using weaving

Monty’s plans and evaluation of his work are less detailed than Arya’s and
Ellen’s, perhaps indicating a lack of understanding of the value of detailed
planning and reflection. However, the feedback he gathered from children
demonstrated the effectiveness of his implementation of ESD, particularly
in terms of children’s emotional engagement and transformative learning
experiences. When asked what they would make if they could make anything
in the world, children’s responses revealed their connection with nature and
their urgent need to make art and to communicate emotionally.
Monty’s reflection on the successes of the project included the opportunity
for children to take part in activities which made space for creativity,
imagination, play and values education, in contrast to his perception of the
school’s ‘atmosphere of success being related to cognitive ability’. He also
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noted that two children who usually struggled to engage with school had
benefited in particularly, stating of one that ‘I don’t think I have ever seen him
smile during a class lesson until the CARE project’ and noting that the other,
who struggles with reading, was the most committed to the final sculpture
project, taking considerable pride in his work. The main challenge Monty
faced was the amount of time needed to set up his resources and outdoor
activities (which perhaps reflects a lack of experience).
Overall benefits and challenges
The positive impacts noted by Monty – engagement, enjoyment,
embodiment, imagination, reflection on the role and status of art, curiosity,
problem-solving, and inclusion – were broadly reflected in Arya and Ellen’s
projects. Coming through particularly strongly across all the projects was a
sense of children’s embodied learning and of connections made between the
transformative learning experiences they underwent and their own worlds
and localities, as well as a new or renewed understanding of the role and
nature of the visual arts, and their potential to communicate a message. The
trainee teachers effectively used a range of pedagogic approaches, including
dialogue and discussion, PBL, enquiry learning and child-centred learning;
much of their work embodied the creative pedagogical features of risk,
immersion and play. There was a strong sense of the trainee teacher’s own
existing and emergent environmental and pedagogical philosophy and how
this underpinned both their planning and delivery of their units of work.
This also represented one of the greatest challenges of the project; a
perceived disconnect between this personal and wider project ethos of ESD
and the school ethos and environment. All of the trainee teachers commented
on how their placement schools’ focus on teaching and learning in the ‘core’
subjects of English and Maths, and a product, assessment and subject
focused approach to education, was at odds with the creativity, imagination,
reflection, play and arts-based learning they had encountered in the training
phase and were expected to implement at this stage of the project. Two
trainees did not complete the reporting template at the end; the reasons for
this are not known but it could be extrapolated that this disconnect in ethos
might be a contributing factor to their unwillingness to write up and reflect
on their experiences. The teachers’ status as trainees also presented some
specific challenges, in terms of their role and agency in the school, and also
their inexperience in planning.
C. Summary of the results/ the impact of the implementation phase
- To develop knowledge and understanding of the Seoul Agenda and
UNESCO’s 17 Goals for Sustainable Development, with particular attention
to their respective relevance to primary-aged children’s learning.
Achieved
Trainees demonstrated through planning and delivery of their units that they
could communicate their knowledge of the SDGs to children in an ageappropriate manner, with particular strengths in transdisciplinary delivery. In
some cases there was ‘incidental’ teaching about SDGs, beyond what the
trainees had planned – for example, in terms of gender equality and diversity
– which demonstrates their comparative lack of experience but provides
fertile ground for future teaching.
- To promote understanding and appreciation of VAE as a vehicle for
transdisciplinary learning, critical thinking and socio-cultural development,
with particular emphasis on the role and value of contemporary art.
Achieved
This was a particular strength, with trainees drawing inspiration from a range
of contemporary artists across different media. It was evident from both
their own and the students’ reflections that children were able to express
meaningful responses to questions about the role and purpose of art, its
ability to communicate a message, and themselves as artists.
“I think it’s quite cool to use art to show a message. Artwork shows
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happiness, through colour, but we have been thinking about how to tell
someone something.” Child R2; Bella’s class.
“Art makes me feel peaceful and it helps me when I’m sad. I like making lots
of different types of art from drawing tiny nests to huge buildings.” Child E;
Monty’s class
- To draw on a four-pillar model of ESD that promotes the notion of active
participation in a process of social, environmental, economic and cultural
change that is necessary to ensure a sustainable present and future.
Achieved
There were several examples of transformative learning on an individual
and collective level, linked to children’s connections with their own families
and communities, and to their capacity to participate in, and express views
about, environmental change. Each of the pillars was exemplified both in the
planning and delivery of the teaching units, stakeholder reflections on the
process, and the artworks themselves.
“Nature is a nice place and it’s good to build stuff for the animals. I hadn’t
thought about nature and people being connected here in [S*town]. That’s a
new idea today.” Child J, Bella’s class
If you could make anything in the world, what would it be and why? ‘‘Some
art… and I really want to do it now’’. – R, Monty’s class ‘‘A thousand plants
in the world because it will make some stuff that we can actually eat’’ – W,
Monty’s class
- To support engagement and collaboration through the fostering of
Professional Learning Communities. Partially achieved
This aspect was harder to document as the trainees moved into their
school placements; however, successful partnerships with visiting artists
demonstrates an ability to work with other professionals. The challenges
presented by the differences in ethos between schools and the project
perhaps undermined the trainees’ capacity to work effectively in Professional
Learning Communities, which is a consideration for future work.
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2.4 Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece. Case
studies of visual arts units in schools
Authors: Martha Ioannidou, Soula Mitakidou

A. Concise description of the implementation phase of the didactic
scenarios in schools.
Deliverable O4, which concerned the practical and participatory
implementation of what was discussed in the Teacher Training Programme
(deliverable 03) that preceded it, was completed with almost full involvement
of all the groups that took part in the Training (Table 1).
For the implementation phase, the Aristotle University research team
played a guiding /empowering role coordinating the groups and offering
advice and materials, where necessary. The final drafts, submitted by all the
groups, were presented after completing the Training in a special workshop
organised specifically for this purpose. Such a session enabled our newly
formed Professional Community to discuss thoroughly and meaningfully
the principles of the various projects –how aligned they were with the big
ideas we were concerned with– how best they could be implemented in the
classrooms and how a sustainable, long-term adoption of good practices
in the communities (professional, school, wider social) could be secured.
In May and June, implementation of the projects took place in schools. It is
worth specifying that the teachers involved had started while the Training
was ongoing with activities and discussions related to the CARE programme
issues, mainly online due to the COVID-19 conditions in the schools,
preparing the children for what was to follow. AUTH trainers assumed the role
of mentors and worked closely with the ten groups of teachers, navigating
through their scenarios suggesting, where needed, adjustments or variations
related to them. Discussions focused, but were not limited, on the evolution
of the suggested activities, the acquisition of skills about sustainability
issues, the techniques and strategies used in the activities, and the selection
of specific artists and artworks as resources for the lessons - in addition to
those given as core-basis.
The proposed programmes/ teaching scenarios were based on at least one
Big Idea presented in the Training, e.g., Ecological Literacy, Conservation,
Regeneration, Compassion/Solidarity, while incorporating various objectives
from the 17 UNESCO Sustainable Development Goals and creating bridges
for more openings with the expanded concept of sustainability in education
through the arts. Similarly, teachers selected artists and artworks for use
in the classroom from the pool of artists proposed by the partners in the
project, attempting at the same time to refer to and discuss the broader
artistic creation through the history of art. Also, care was taken from the
beginning that all the Big Ideas were selected by the teachers’ groups so that
at the end, the AUTH research team would have an overall “map” of their
use to reflect on and study in order to make improvements, additions, or
changes accordingly. In familiarising the students with the principles of ESD,
the interactive platform CAREfull, created for the project by AUTH, offered
an array of helpful educational materials, such as videos, presentations,
the online training sessions, and lots of art/art projects related to CARE
objectives. On this platform, teacher-student groups could and still can post
their thoughts, creations, and results of their applications with protection.
A small number of teachers continued to keep the visual diary they started
during the Training. At the same time, almost all the groups followed the
design template given to them, incorporating lesson plans, descriptions and
material from the implementation, and the final evaluation report based on the
experience, questionnaires, and interviews with the children. Research and
evaluation processes followed methodology ethics rules and were controlled
by the CARE (AUTH) project managers. The methodology used was based on
planning and lesson development. The teachers’ groups constructed detailed
activities and objectives, combining VAE with ESD aspects. AUTH trainers
offered expert advice and maintained constant communication with teachers
in all stages of the implementation, seeking solutions to problems, proposing
innovative practices, and reviewing results. Unfortunately, the limitations of
COVID did not allow the research team at AUTH to carry out live classroom
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observations while the children were working on the created projects.
However, a short visit was attempted to three schools after working hours to
meet with the teachers involved and see what the children had created ad
hoc.
Although the groups of teachers created common scenarios, there was
provision for variations in lesson plans when executing them in different
classrooms. It is also worth noting that because of the distance format of
the Training, teachers from various regions of Greece and not only from
Thessaloniki participated in the programme, extending the boundaries of
the original project design by the research team of the AUTH. Thus, the
implementation yielded data from general and special education schools, in
various regions of the mainland and to a limited extent of the island country,
as well as two schools abroad (Poland - Warsaw, Portugal), which broadened
the range of observations and expectations, opening new perspectives for
the new year and the expansion of the activities. All those involved, through
the action, discovered and confirmed the potential of art to evoke diverse,
and rich emotions in different circumstances and groups. The AUTH research
team has announced a series of meetings within the Professional Community
to discuss more substantially the observations from the first applications
and to coordinate their follow-up. In addition, an exhibition of the works,
workshops as well as a workshop will be organised in the spring, aiming, on
the one hand, to present the diverse perspectives, as they emerged from the
application of the scenarios, and on the other, to highlight the significant role
of art in this social-cultural process.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, some teachers continued to be “locked” out
of their classrooms, so their submitted scripts were postponed for this school
year. At the same time, those who did the first implementation in May/June
2021 confirmed their intention to continue with new teaching scenarios and
seek collaborations and exchanges with each other in this follow-up phase
of the programme. The AUTH research team will monitor and coordinate
all activities, while new openings and collaborations will be sought in the
monthly scheduled meetings of all groups within the Professional Community.
Statistical data
- Time for preparation of teaching scenarios and preparation of children: 2
months (March-April)
- Time of application: May-June
- Teachers who participated in the project: 47, in 10 groups
- Teachers who have already implemented their teams’ scripts: 24
- Teachers who have now started the applications: 14
- Schools that have already implemented the programme: 13
- Total number of children who have already participated in the programme:
303
- Number of children added since September: 160 (4 schools)
B. “Sharing experiences”
Example 1: Group 1 Three teachers at the Primary School of Kouloura in
Imathia carried out two separate projects with a different focus.
A brief reference to project 1: 1st grade, Big Idea: Ecological Literacy. Title of
the teaching scenario: “Traces and Treats”
The lesson plans gave the students the impetus to deal with environmental
problems and issues of sustainability, to perceive experientially the
need to preserve and protect ecological systems, their natural and built
environment, to find meaning and shape the world around them through
the interconnection with visual education. Additional SDGs incorporated
were 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities”, 4 (Quality Education), 12
(Responsible Consumption and Production), 14 & 15 (Life on Water & Land)
and 17 (Collaboration on the Goals). Works of art used as a basis: Alexandra
Athanassiades, Ithaca, (2013) & Manuscript, (2013); Vlassis Caniaris, What’s
North, What’s South (1988).
Analysis of project 2: 4th grade, Big Idea: Conservation-Change. Title of the
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teaching scenario: “As far as I am concerned...”
Scope: The sustainable direction of education is a concept much more
inclusive than references to the natural environment. It emphasizes respect
for human rights, free expression, freedom, and self-awareness (individual
and national) and at the same time respect for diversity (national, cultural,
individual), Peace and Global Citizenship (interculturalism-pluralism). In
this sense, a “regenerative “ look at the Rigas Feraios’ Charta, its content,
ideas, and symbolism, will offer understanding and continuity to the timeless
struggles of man for freedom, progress, social justice, and will provide
satisfactory answers to today’s relevant questions and contemporary
concerns. Additional SDG targets 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions),
4 (Quality education) and 10 (Less inequality). Works of contemporary art
used as a basis: Alexandra Athanassiades, Manuscripts (2013); Angeliki
Avgitidou, Washing (2010); Theodoros Papagiannis, My Ghosts (1994-2000).
Points of success
On the occasion of the tribute for the 200th anniversary of the Greek
Revolution (1821), the children under the context of “Conservation” were
invited to learn about the national hero Rigas Feraios, his “Charta” with its
symbols and his sacrifice for freedom, along with the historical context of
that era. At the same time, they got to know and analyse the three works of
contemporary art and their creators, which were a source of reflection and
inspiration for their artworks.
Figure 1. Ageing paper and creating Rigas Feraios’ “waistcoat-thorax”.

Students practiced techniques such as the ageing of paper, creating
canopies with recyclable materials and traditional methods, adding a
symbolic character, and combining personal symbolism with that of the
Charta or an important historical document (see Figure 1). They reflected on
the concept of “katasarka” (next to the skin) and transformed their thoughts
into a performance, during which they addressed the rapid passage of
time and the timeless value of tradition (see Figure 2). On a second level,
an attempt was made to discover what feelings, beliefs, collective ideas
were well preserved in the torso of one of the first national martyrs of the
pre-revolutionary period of Greece, Rigas Feraios. Students proceeded in
literature readings with similar content, in designing related digital works and
in creating Rigas Feraios’ thorax- torso with ecological, reusable, and natural
materials, following Alexandra Athanassiades’ environmental sensitivity and
interest for sustainability. The aim was to find a way to introduce Rigas’
thorax, revealing his feelings and thoughts, with an emphasis on his selfdenial and his sacrifice in the name of freedom. The work “My Ghosts” by
Theodoros Papagiannis, with its indirect but essential reference to the dance
of ancient Greek tragedy, was set up in turn around the torso of Rigas, who is
now their hero. In addition, children were given the opportunity to directly and
experientially:
- cultivate their critical and creative thinking and emotional intelligence,
- get in touch with tradition and recognise its value,
- promote intergenerational cooperation and teamwork,
- practice their fine motor skills and aesthetics,
- stimulate their Ecological literacy, responsibility, and respect for others,
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- learn about the principles of sustainability and relate them to the
interdisciplinary learning goals,
- achieve their emotional stimulation and development, thus adopting a
sustainable attitude as active citizens.
Figure 2. Performing a traditional “chorus” on the ideas of Freedom and
Compassion.

Challenges - Difficulties
The original design of the teachers’ scenarios was implemented to the
maximum extent possible. Most of the activities were carried through
outside the classroom, serving, among other things, this year’s guidelines
in the context of the pandemic. The programme was completed under
pressure during this year’s concentrated, in terms of activities, face-to-face
presence in the school (May-June). More time for reflection, physical contactacquaintance with the artists and the artworks, and dynamic collaboration
with other classes were requests that were left unfulfilled due to the
circumstances. Furthermore, it was necessary to change the project’s subject
and scope for the first grade, which would face difficulties to negotiate the
issue of Conservation and Change in such a short time. However, the overall
result justified the effort and exceeded the expectations of teachers and
students.
Example 2: Group 2, Big Idea: Art in Public Space. Title of the teaching
scenario: “Our little patio, the ‘heart’ of our school, ‘comes back to life’!”
Scope: the main objective was to strengthen sustainable education in
school, so that students could develop their knowledge, values, and
attitudes, actively participating in society. Children were invited to become
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acquainted with public art, recognising the concept of public space. By
understanding the impact of public art on the material, social and cultural
spheres, reflections were discussed, and interventions were organised
to change attitudes towards the functions of built space (e.g., respect
for multiculturalism and art, protection of cultural heritage conservationregeneration). The additional UNESCO SDGs incorporated in the discussions
and actions were 4 (Quality Education), 11 (Sustainable Cities and
Communities) and 17 (Partnerships for the Goals). Works of contemporary
art used as a basis: Theodoros Papagiannis, The snake & My ghosts (19942000). Connection with ecological messages, recycling, and sustainability.
Connection with the place and its past. Alexander Calder, Mobili- Connection
with the perpetual movement of things, the balance in nature, minimalist
values against over-consumption. The value of using recyclable materials and
art. Anna Bonarou, the art of weaving, loom/weaving. Connection with roots,
tradition and the concepts of creation and contribution. Αngeliki Avgitidou,
Washing (2010)-Performance. Ideas for setting up our performance in the
atrium.
Figure 3. The rejuvenation of the school yard.

Points of success:
The group of teachers were friends and colleagues, and their cooperation
was seamless. Being the generalist teachers, offered them the possibility of
spreading the project across the whole range of lessons, such as Language,
Geography and Environmental Studies. Through the children’s group work,
the development of sociability, cooperation, and respect for each other
was achieved, while self-confidence and self-esteem were strengthened
individually.
Figure 4. Team-knitting the bits and pieces of the school kite/cleaning the
statue.

The process of taking responsibility helped students to cultivate willingness
and awareness of the need to protect the cultural-artistic heritage, respect
the public space and its aesthetic upgrading with the participation of the
whole community. For example, one of the activities invited the children
to look for the history of their school, to focus on the statue of Odysseus
Fokas that exists in the atrium, study it, create “texts” of awareness (texts,
drawings, (creative writing) about the story of Odysseus Fokas and the laurel
tree next to it. Furthermore, they were asked to prepare a presentation of
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the sculptor’s Spyros Katapodis relationship with Thessaloniki, clean and
conserve the sculpture, and create a “vital” space around it, emphasising its
presence (see Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).
Figure 5. Designing the school yard, cleaning the statue of O. Fokas,
maintaining and painting pavements and walls of the school yard.

The process of utilising the public space at school and creating their
artworks, inspired by the sustainable artworks of the proposed artists,
contributed to the expansion of students’ aesthetic education and perception
of art, facilitated the development of their artistic skills and the cultivation
of their imagination. In addition, through the experiential synergy in locus,
the children acquired a clear interest in several environmental problems
they learned to recognise around them, deciding collectively in order to
raise awareness, record the problem, search for viable solutions, take
responsibility, and organize for action.
Figure 6. Children presenting the self-made mobili & The knitted “heart of the
school”.

Challenges - difficulties:
The pandemic and the long period that schools were closed significantly
reduced the time for on-the-spot actions. The conditions were also extremely
difficult for the coordination of classes, let alone of different schools. Thus,
the activities were planned only in one of the two schools, and involved the
two 4th grade classes. The time for studying the artists’ works and creative
recreation/reflection freely by the children was also limited. However, the
results for the time available to them were impressive, and their dynamic
intervention in the public ‘space’ of the school was evident and influential.
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Figure 7. Kite made of bits and pieces knitted by students

Figure 8. Performance at the school yard, which is aesthetically upgraded
with the students’ creations in the context of the sustainable development of
public space.

Example 3: Group 3, Big Idea: Regeneration. Title of the teaching scenario:
“A snake in our Schoolyard”.
Scope: Familiarise students through art with the concepts of sustainability
and regeneration, while at the same time raise awareness and undertake
or participate in relevant actions. Additional SDGs incorporated: 4 (Quality
Education) & 12 (Responsible Production and Consumption). Works of art
used as a basis: Works of the sculptor Theodoros Papagiannis and especially
The Snake.
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Figure 9. Snakes’ origami & Snakes created by using various recyclable
materials.

Points of success:
The programme was designed with the philosophy of developing a project,
utilising the interdisciplinary approach to knowledge, teamwork, and the
pedagogical use of visual and digital material. The project was delivered by 4
teachers of 3 different schools, who are good friends and often collaborate.
Students were allowed to work in groups, collaborate and interact. The
choice of the theme excited students, who were informed about sustainability
issues and environmental protection and took the initiative to share their
acquired knowledge using art as a starting point and vehicle. They planned
and carried out actions aimed at informing and raising awareness among
the student community on environmental protection and sustainability,
reduction of waste production through prevention, recycling, and reuse. They
mobilised, planned, and implemented actions to upgrade and regenerate
specific areas of their schools and the wider community.
According to the teachers involved, students developed a positive attitude
towards the environment, were trained to look for the causes of ecological
disasters and to seek solutions. They cultivated a cultural attitude through
the artworks, encountered different movements and styles of visual arts
and understood the social dimension of art through actions in which they
creatively utilised knowledge and imagination. They learned to work together
to achieve common goals. The use of technology excited and motivated
them to enhance their digital literacy. Initially, concepts such as sustainability,
viability, regeneration, revitalisation and their differences were clarified, and
then the introduction to relevant works of art helped them understand the
social dimension of art. They created their original artworks from scrap or
recyclable materials, individually or in groups, having fun and visually using
their imagination. They got to know the snake as a timeless - cultural symbol
of regeneration and rejuvenation from antiquity to the present day, planning
and carrying out relevant activities to inform and raise awareness of the
student community on sustainability issues (see Figures 9, 10, 11).
Figure 10. The making of the “blessed snake of recycling”.
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Figure 11. Samples of children’s painted posters based on SDGs about
environmental sustainability.

The acquaintance and understanding of Papagiannis’ valuable snake
aided students to form attitudes, values and adopt habits that promote
sustainability in their daily lives. The new “community” of students and
teachers were sensitized and acted in the school area and as much as they
could -given the circumstances- on the broader community to regenerate
and upgrade specific places. For example, they created designs inspired by
“The snake” and drew pathways in the schoolyard leading to the recycling
bins and yard plants. With leftover paper in the classroom, students made
paper pulp, in which seeds were mixed. The paper pulp was given the shape
of a snake and was planted in the schoolyard (see Figures 12,13).
Figure 12. Regenerating the school yard: Planting, painting etc.
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Figure 13. Eco-planting snakes for the schoolyard.

“The snake”, along with the students, “visited” the adjacent, neglected plot
of the school’s land, and students looked for ways to regenerate - upgrade
it. Their artistic creations were presented in a digital exhibition, and an
online event was organised to open the exhibition. The collaborating groups
discussed people’s ideas and beliefs about the snake and how these
concepts have changed in their minds during this project. They even created
a padlet where they recorded their impressions of all the issues raised in the
project.
Furthermore, the sculpture and its semiotics gave students the impetus to
create an imaginary story, with “snake” as the main character. The writing
was done collectively and dialogically. With targeted dialogue-type questions,
students were motivated to discuss and write down their answers creating an
original story, entitled “A metal snake in the schoolyard”, in which they hold
the role of co-heroes accepting ‘the snake’ as the protagonist. The text was
illustrated with photographic material from the project’s activities, published
in flipbook format and given an ISBN (see Figure 14).
Figure 14: Stages of designing the digital story.

The Book of Earth
As a reaction to the gift of “traditional bookbinding” sent by the research
team of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, students used the package
with the necessary materials to create a handmade “Book of Earth” on the
theme of “Protecting the Environment” in a traditional way. Initially, they wrote
and illustrated on the book’s pages the environmental problems our planet
faces and proposed solutions. Following, the pages were sewn, the cover
was glued, and the class book was ready (see Figure 15)! https://issuu.com/
polymniasi/docs/_
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Figure 15. Team-work- traditional book binding of “The Book of Earth”.

Challenges - difficulties:
Due to the pandemic, the actions were carried out using the blended learning
model, distance, synchronous training, and face-to-face lessons. There was
some flexibility in the implementation of the project, and some activities were
modified, depending on the circumstances. However, all initially planned
activities were carried out.
C. Summary of the results/ the impact of the implementation phase
in accordance to the objectives of the training programme, based on
teachers’ and students’ evaluation as it ensues from their comments,
interviews and evaluation questionnaires.
Teachers discussed their reflections on the impact of the implementation
of the art modules during informal discussions when presenting the
implementation to the whole group of teachers and in writing (in the template
they had to submit after the implementation was completed).
The opinion of teachers
The pandemic affected the way activities and learning took place.
Nevertheless, most teachers felt that not only did they do their best but were
able to deliver high quality, innovative art modules. In some cases, they had
to adjust activities, work at a different pace, or even skip some activities to
ensure that the modules were completed on time, i.e., before the end of the
school year, responding in a more flexible way to the needs of the students,
the context of the school or other external factors. A vital comment was
made on the importance of coalition within their school with other teachers
or parents. Their collaboration resulted in well-structured art modules with
a rich array of creative activities that approached the topic from different
perspectives. Teachers stressed the significant impact this had on children’s
work.
As a matter of fact, they find that the CARE project and the implemented
scenarios raised their willingness to become co-learners in the classroom
and aided in deepening their relationships with their students. Teachers
described powerful and positive impacts on the participants. It is worth
noticing that they all admitted they shared the enthusiasm and enjoyed
the procedure, although -due to the hectic period- they were stressed in
finishing the projects and producing the reports. Most of them decided to
continue and explore more ESD goals in the new school year. Some of the
teachers (generalists) felt they had inadequate training when faced with
various artistic techniques, especially with disengaged students. 93% of the
involved teachers remarked how attendance was higher than usual during the
projects, and students were more motivated and engaged than usual, more
focused, cooperative, and openly communicative. Students became more
proficient at solving problems combining art and ESD values. A noteworthy
comment was that especially the most vulnerable and at-risk children realised
their talents were being valued and that they had a contribution to make.
Characteristics of high levels of engagement in learning for children include,
in their own words:
- Demonstrating enthusiasm, curiosity, and interest in the learning.
- Expending effort to get the job done well, not looking for shortcuts to get it
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done quickly and simply.
- Continuing with work after the assignment is completed.
- Improvement in students’ behaviour. They are more comfortable expressing
themselves, and incidents of fighting and bullying seem reduced.
- Parents express appreciation for the teacher’s role in bringing a child’s
strengths to light.
Further comments on their professional development include the following:
- ESD combined with art reinforced teachers’ understanding of the unique
contribution they can make in the classroom, a role well beyond simply
deliverers of the curriculum.
- The implementation helped them renew their moral imperative by putting
them in the position of both learners in creative activity and observers of the
impact of creativity on student development.
- It was very difficult for teachers from different schools with various needs
to work together, let alone now in a quarantine period when meetings and
contacts were restricted.
- Artistic interventions needed further devotion and more teaching hours than
the ones available in this hectic period at the end of the school year.
Children’s comments
According to the students’ answers to the questionnaires and the
discussions/group interviews in class, the following conclusions can be
drawn: the programme was exciting for 100% of those who participated.
95.7% found it fun, while 100% felt that the issues raised in the programme
were beneficial for children. 95% of the students thought that their activities
were not boring for children of their age. All children (100%) said that
the programme helped them actively engage with the issue they were
negotiating, and they felt satisfied with the outcome of their work (100%).
96% of all liked the art lesson and 100% stated that art is exciting and
can inspire you. 91.3% felt that art can make you see things differently in
everyday life. 86.9% of students disagreed with the statement “what they
learn in art class is not helpful in everyday life.” A high percentage of children
(95.6%) expressed the belief that art can help us build a sustainable future.
Students were impressed by the works of the artists they met and were very
excited by the artworks, and constructions they created themselves. They
stated that they learned exciting things. They liked that the project combined
art with environmental protection and worked together to make exciting
activities. Based on the above, it is considered that:
- The project objectives were achieved to a satisfactory extent.
- Students’ interest was undiminished, and their participation was active.
- Most students changed their attitudes and adopted positive proactive
behaviours for environmental protection.
- They cultivated their creativity and imagination through various modes of
expression (linguistic, aesthetic).
- They became familiar with essential elements of the visual language and
cultivated their aesthetic criteria.
- They learned to cooperate, discuss, respect their interlocutor, take initiatives
and actions.
- Students with low performance and learning difficulties actively participated
in all projects.
Final comments
The programme allowed the children to reflect creatively on the works of
art and recreate them in an inspiring way, trying very imaginatively and with
great spirit to integrate principles of sustainability. A critical element was
their cooperation and conscious approach to building a solid community
that could discuss and make decisions on the sustainable development of
their school and home locations. The introduction to ecological materials
and sustainable techniques of using materials artistically enabled them to
express themselves creatively. Children were thrilled with crafts and activities,
which increased their love and respect for their school space. Teachers
learned through their cooperation to organise educational activities for a
positive common purpose. In general, project CARE was very well-received
by the school community, and several teachers and parents asked the AUTH
research team to continue working together on other similar interventions.
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2.5 Conclusions

Authors: Ernst Wagner and Nathalie Brink
Preface
This document wishes to support the development of the teacher education
program through a better “understanding of the effectiveness of the art
units through reporting on the experiences of the teachers and the attitudes,
competences and knowledge gained by their students” (CARE application, p.
81, Annex II).
The CARE application specifies (p.75) : “Qualitative and quantitative
indicators for progress, quality and achievement: Program Achievement
will be identified at four levels: (1) The efficiency of the Consortium; (2) The
relevance and practical use of its products by governmental organizations,
academic institutions, teachers and other stakeholders; (3) The impact it
brings for the participants and the educational systems of the consortium
countries; (4) The program’s sustainability after its completion.” Of relevance
in this case are points (1) THE EFFICIENCY OF THE CONSORTIUM and (3)
EXPECTED IMPACTS. (2) and (4) are not yet addressed here.
In terms of output, we focus on the evaluation of the reports of the respective
countries (O4_A4 Reporting).
Deliverables
Qualitative and quantitative indicators for progress, quality, and
achievement
Ad (1): The efficiency of the consortium
“The first level of evaluating the program’s achievement is through examining
the efficiency of the consortium in terms of organization, timely and highquality production of suitable resources, number of produced resources and
new knowledge produced.” (Annex II-CARE proposal p.75)
Regarding the process qualities to be observed (communication, control,
cooperation, division of labour), we were able to determine that the
consortium worked highly efficiently. All partners presented the newly
acquired knowledge in their comprehensive reports in a suitable and timely
manner.
Ad (3): Expected impacts
“CARE aims to improve the skills and competencies of teachers to promote
the ideals of sustainable development through visual arts classes. This will
be achieved by the program’s impact and contribution to: (a) Supporting
& enhancing pre-service and in-service teacher training in VAE; (b) Raising
participants’ skills & competencies for trans-disciplinary integration of ESD
values and concepts in VAE; (c) Raising participants’ abilities to transfer
to their pupils visual arts and ESD skills, competencies and concept
comprehension; (d) Supporting & enhancing the implementation of the new
educational policy and curricula; (e) Supporting & enhancing the practice of
external stakeholders.” (Annex II-CARE proposal p.75-76)
(a) In the training, teachers work with mentors to create lesson plans based
		 on VAE content on the Big Ideas and discuss their lessons in the training.
		 They relate methods, content, and objectives to ESD and the SDGs and
		 are closely supervised, advised, and coordinated by the trainers during the
		 implementation phase.
(b)Some teachers have addressed and implemented cross-curricular themes
		 in their implemented lessons. However, most teachers stick to the Arts
		 curriculum in their choice of topics.
(c) From the descriptions of the projects in the schools, it is clear that the
		 teachers were able to acquire new skills that help them to teach skills
		 and competencies of art education and ESD to the students. After the
		 implementation phase in the school, some participants shared and
		 reflected on the lessons at a workshop. From the statements of the
		 participating teachers documented in the reports, it is also clear that the
		 participants feel more confident about implementing ESD in VAE.
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(d)Many teachers criticized that the curricula did not address or label the
		 values and topics of ESD in VAE. Therefore, they had to look for possible
		 interfaces and topics for ESD & VAE in the educational curricula and
		 discuss them together.
(e) There was little collaboration with external actors in the lessons described,
		 but this topic seems to have been discussed in the trainings. Possibly,
		 such collaborations could not be implemented due to the difficult
		 circumstances during the pandemic.
The answers to items (a)-(e) are based on a careful analysis of the reports.
See table: Comparative Analysis.
Comparative Analysis
The following table lists the qualitative and quantitative indicators for
progress, quality, and achievement, where quality here refers to the quality of
the process as well as achievement.
I0-4: Implementation – comparative analysis of the profile

Quantitative
Indicators: Numbers
of teachers, pupils,
age, time invested
…

Malta

UK

Greece

Cyprus

5
78
6-8 and 9-10 years
old
XX

6
160
5-10 years old
XX

47
463
kindergarten – grade
6
XX

14
602
XX
ten 80-minutes
lessons

Qualitative Indicators (Process)
Art & cross curricular Art
(science, geography,
history)

Subject

Art

Content (Which big
ideas? / SDGs)

Clear focus on
Saving the
‘Ecological literacy’;
environment
(ecological); diversity SDGs 11, 12, 13, 15
(social dimension);

Relation to “real
life” – where does
the project leave the
classroom?

Recycling activities
Interdisciplinarity (?)
parents

Addressed
competences

Knowledge
(concepts, terms
[i.e., meta]),
awareness, skills,
taking action and
creating
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Art & cross
curricular (language,
health education,
environmental
education)

Clear focus on
‘Compassion’,
Ecological
Literacy, Public
art, Regeneration,
Diversity,
Dealing with the
balance between
conservation and
change;
SDGs 3 (2), 4 (6), 8,
10 (5), 11 (2), 12 (4),
14, 15, 16 (5), 17 (2)

Consumption, public
space, sustainable
communities, peace;
SDGs 3, 11 (2), 12
(2), 16, 17 (2)

Children’s families;
participate in
environmental
change

Collaboration with
artists

Call for a change
in our way of
life; cooperation
with parents /
community actors
interdisciplinary
(Greek, health,
environmental
education)

Knowledge /
understanding
(about the threats),
awareness, empathy,
empowerment

Knowledge how
to deal with
environmental issues
of sustainability.
Skills: focus on
creating

Knowledge about
SDGs, awareness,
responsibility
(attitudes and
behaviours),
collaborative
creation

Methods used,
media

Teachers: Facebook
Group
Students: Board
games, collage,
painting, 3-D-works,
visual journals,
clothes, Postcardmaking

Students:
collaborative
artwork,
assemblagesculpture Exhibition

Teachers:
Cooperation among
teachers through
team meetings and
team-teaching,
flipbook
Students:
performance,
upcycling materials,
literature reading,
group work, ecoplanting in the
school yard

Students:
partnerships
among younger
and older children,
Experimentation with
a non-conventional
new material
(cementography),
performance

Input “material”:
art forms

Art works, traditional
crafts

Contemporary art
works, architecture
(also local)

Contemporary art
works, national
history

Contemporary art
works (Street art,
literature)

Input “material”:
Names of artists
(examples)

Jason deCaires
Taylor, Susan
Beallor-Snyder,
Jaynie Gilman
Crimmins, Camille
Thibert, Cui Fei;
Frida Kahlo, Banksy;
Shirin Neshat, Suzy
Ultman, Julian Opie

Andy Goldsworthy,
Rebecca Chesney,
Banksy

Alexandra
Athanassiades,
Angeliki Avgitidou,
Theodoros
Papagiannis,
Alexander Calder,
Anna Bonarou

Banksy, Wendy
Anderson + Halperin

Qualitative Indicators (Achievement)
Results (claimed,
verified)

Improved
engagement,
confidence

Engagement,
enjoyment,
embodiment,
imagination,
reflection on art,
curiosity, problemsolving, inclusion

Improved
engagement,
actively engaged
with the issue,
Change of attitude
for environmental
protection, reflection
on art

Awareness,
ownership,
collaboration,
reflection,
opportunities given
to children to have
an impact on the
public space

Convincing
photo(s)

p . 9, home for
animals

p. 14 (board game)

Set 9, 11

Fig 6, 11

Material that might
be interesting for
the handbook

Lesson plans
template

How to address the
balance between
the art specific and
the ESD specific
aspects

Collaboration
Archive or platform
with experts to
with helpful
implement ideas
teaching materials,
such as videos,
presentations, art
projects related to
CARE. Their teacherstudent groups
can publish their
thoughts, creations,
and results.

General thoughts / Summary
In the reports, various teaching concepts and approaches can be found to
combine ESD and VAE. In the selected topics it becomes clear that there is a
focus on the topics ‘Ecological literacy’ and ‘Social dimension’ - with priority
on ecology. In contrast, areas beyond the ecological and social dimensions
that cover the SDGs do not play a role.
Few teaching concepts go beyond the school, but they often leave the
classroom and have an impact in schools. However, they do not invite
external actors - except artists. Due to the difficult external circumstances
during the Covid-19 pandemic, they also do not intervene in public spaces.
There is a tendency towards contemporary art in the selected artists and
artworks, with the artist Banksy being the only one mentioned in three of
the four partner reports. Apparently, this artist provides good access to the
issues of ESD and VAE and opens a wide field of possibilities for teaching,
especially for children in the age group.
Valuable suggestions and materials for the manual can be taken from the
reports, which will be useful for the further success of the upcoming trainings.
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